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INTRODUCTION
The extension helps to create a customizable maintenance page instead of the default “Service 
temporarily unavailable”. You can configure any element on the page - structure, text, colors, and 
a background image. The page contains a countdown timer to show when the site is back 
available again.

There is a subscription form for customers and newcomers to get email notifications when the 
site is up. You can also notify customers of planned maintenance. Moreover, the extension 
allows you to set email admin notifications not to miss the moment when maintenance mode 
time is out. Customers can send emails to you using ‘Mail to’ link on the page.

The extension has a GDPR support function. When visitors want to get notifications, they have to 
mark a checkbox to agree to Privacy Policy and proceed with age confirmation and parent 
control.
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Main Features:

- Creative and informative page for maintenance mode. Change the default Magento’s “Service 
temporarily unavailable” to a beautifully designed maintenance page.
- Fully customizable design. Set the structure of the page, customize a background image, text, 
and colors.
- Countdown timer. Inform your visitors that your store is under maintenance and they come 
back at the right time.
- Different types of notifications. Send notifications about coming back or scheduled 
maintenance to customers.
- Constant communication with customers. Add the ‘Mail to’ link to let customers contact you.
- GDPR Compliance. Use GDPR support function.
- Privacy Policy Confirmation. Allow users to accept Privacy Policy before leaving personal data.
- Child Personal Data Protection. Ensure age confirmation and parent control.
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SETTINGS
To configure this module go to Admin Panel

Stores               

Configuration

Extait Modules               

Maintenance Mode & Coming Soon
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Set ‘Yes’ to enable the 
maintenance page for the store.

Enter IPs that can access the frontend.

Set ‘Yes’ to allow logged-in 
admin to bypass the 

maintenance page. But to 
have access to the store you 
need to save configurations 

and log in once again.

Enter the text to be displayed 
on the maintenance page.

General Settings
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The ‘Maintenance Mode & Coming Soon’ module can also be enabled or disabled from the 
Developer Console.
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Enter the text to be displayed above the timer.

Enter the text to be displayed if the countdown is 
over, but the maintenance page is still enabled.

Set ‘Yes’ to enable the 
countdown timer.

Select the date and time 
when you plan to bring 

the site back online.

Countdown
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You can choose either a solid colour 
or image for the background of your 
maintenance page.

Design
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Enter the HTML colour code or pick 
one from the colour palette to set 
the text and background colours.
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Select your background image 
style - fill, stretch, tile or center.

Select ‘Image’ to upload a preferable 
one that will be used as a background 
for your maintenance page 
(.jpeg,.gif,.png formats are supported).

Choose the colour of the links on the storefront. 

Upload the image that will be 
used as a background for your 

maintenance page 
(.jpeg,.gif,.png formats are 

supported). If you don’t upload 
your own image our default 

image will be displayed. If you 
switch to another background 

type the image is removed. 

Choose the colour of the 
text on the storefront.
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Enter the text of the 
submit email button.

Type in a message 
displayed to a customer 
who tried to submit the 

email not for the first time.

The ‘Customer Notification’ option allows sending notifications of maintenance completion.

Customer Notification

Set ‘Yes’ to enable ‘Customer Notification’.

Type in a message displayed to a customer 
after successful email submission.
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You can choose the store email address 
from which you send coupon notifications. 
Or use ‘General Contact’ set by default.

You can customize the notification sent to a customer 
who tries to submit his/her email not the first time.

You can create your email 
template or use the one set 

by default. To create an email 
template, go to Marketing> 
Email Templates> Add New 

Template.

Click to send emails. Note: 
emails are sent when the 

extension is disabled.
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Click to send emails. Note: 
emails are sent when the 

extension is disabled.
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If you want to inform your customers about planned maintenance, you can send them 
notifications. 

Set start and end dates of 
the maintenance period.

*All notifications enabled by this module are sent in turn by cron not to overload the server.
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Select the time to be 
notified before the 

end of maintenance. 

If you want to receive a notification when the countdown is going out, set ‘Yes’ to enable ‘Admin 
Notification’.

Admin Notification

Enter an email address for getting the 
notification. Multiple emails are possible.
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Enter your email to receive 
emails from customers.

Enable the ‘MailTo’ option to allow customers to contact an admin from the storefront.

Email to Admin

Select ‘Yes’ to enable customers to send emails to 
an admin. After enabling the option, the ‘send 
email to’ link is displayed on the storefront.

Enter an email, to receive 
carbon copy of email to it.
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Enter an email, to receive blind 
carbon copy of email to it.

Enter the text of an email.

Enter the subject of this email. 
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To use ‘MailTo’ function a customer needs to have any email client on the computer or a web 
client on the browser as a default one. The type of a client that will be opened by clicking the 
‘send an email’ link depends on the browser. 
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Select the page with 
Privacy Policy to display its 

content in the modal 
window on the storefront.

Select the contact to send 
an email notification from.

To be compliant with the General Data Protection Regulation, this extension provides the 
opportunity for customers to accept Privacy Policy and confirm their age. 
The ‘Privacy Policy Check Box’ and the ‘Child Data Privacy Policy Check Box’ options function if 
‘Customer Notification’ option is enabled. 

Privacy Policy and Children Data Protection

Select ‘Yes’ to display a Privacy Policy check box.

Select ‘Yes’ to display a check box for 
confirmation that a user is over the age of 16.

Choose the email template, which will be sent to a 
parent for confirmation of using child’s personal data.
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Click it to be redirected to the ‘Maintenance 
Mode & Coming Soon’ configuration page. 

When you save the configurations of the module, the system message appears at the top of 
Admin Panel. In the message, you can see store views where this module is enabled. 

System Messages
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Page Contents text.

If the ‘Privacy Policy Check Box’ option is 
enabled a customer needs to agree to 
Privacy Policy to subscribe for a notification. 
To learn more information about Privacy 
Policy a customer can follow the link.

To contact an admin a user can click the 
‘send an email’ link. This link activates the 
default mail or web client on the computer 
for sending an email.

Countdown note.           

If ‘Child Data privacy Policy Check Box’ option 
is enabled a customer needs to mark this 

check box to confirm that he/she is over the 
age of 16. If a customer subscribes for a 

notification without confirmation of the age, 
a field for leaving a parent email appears.

Background image.

FRONTEND OVERVIEW
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According to the General Data Protection Regulation, without parent confirmation, a user is 
under the age of 16 can’t leave any personal data.
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A customer needs to enter a parent 
email, so the request to confirm 
using the child’s personal data will 
be sent to this email.



Thank you for buying our extension!

xtait

In case you have any questions, feel free to contact support:
https://extait.com/support


